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M3Lritime Safety

Brief sumn1ary1

The original report, ~mtten in Swedish, was prepared at the request
of the Swedish Maritime Administration. The backgJround and
purpose is presentecJl in the introduction on the following pages.

The main aim is to e:xplore jf and bow cargo interes;ts and marine

insurers can contribute more than hitherto in enhal[lcing maritime

safety. The rote of sbip financiers is also toucbed upon. The tenta-

tive conclusions are as fol1ows.

The concept cargo Otvners covers a wide variety of linterests and
most of them have nct intluence at all over the choice of vessels

transporting their goods. The difficulties in identifying in legal

terms what is an uns~:aworthy or a substandard vessels further

complicate matters. Vtlhile it is possible to consider applyilig sanc-

tions to charterers, tble private parties concemed must themselves

assume the main reSItOnsibility for the quality of thc~ ships they use.

Wide publicity should be given to unsafe ships which are arrested

thrOUgh port contral.

Marine insurers alrea.dy play an important part in safeguarding high

quality shipping bur they could do more by applying their rules very

strictly, by aIways checking thoroughly ships which are new entrants
or tran~ferred from o:ther P&I clubs. A closer co-operation -in both

directions -with classification societies would be mlltually

beneficiaI as would complete openness in respect clf available data.

Strict codes of practices should be developed. Uninsured ships

must be tracked dOWl"l and stopped.

Shtps financters should take more of a lang term vilew of invest-

ments, bearing in mUld the traditionally very lang dlepressions in

the shipping markets.. A serious study in retrospect of the financial

outcome of earlier i1lLvestments in ships might pro\ide useful
guidelines for the fut111re, possibly developed into a voluntary code

with check-lists to be encouraged for use by all ship. financiers. The

rules for state controllled mortgage institutes might provide useful

guidelines.
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2. Introduction

Early in 1997 the Swe4:lish government requested th.e Swedish

Maritime Administrati4on to present a study regarding "cargo

owners' responsibility when choosing substandard vessels and the

role of marine insUral1lCe for maritime safety". The task were to be

completed before the end of 1997 and the Swedish Maritime

Administration asked lthe former rector of World Maritime

University, Erik Nordstrom, to write such a study. A report was

submitted in Decembc~r 1997 to the Swedish Maritime

Administration, which handed it over to the govemInent.

In presenting its requc~st to the Swedish Maritime Administration
the Swedish govemm(~nt referred i.a. to the European Commission
document "Towards a new maritime strategy" , as adopted 13th
March 1996. The doculment contains comments and proposals on a
vast number of maritilne issues. It refers specifically also to the two
subjects mentioned in the heading. In the executive summary of the
strategy paper those slJbjects are identified as follow'S under the
heading: "On safety the Commission proposes:

to consider legislatlve action on financial sanctiofls for cargo
owners who knOwillgly or negligendy use sub-sta:ndard shipping;
and

-to examine the que1;tion of mandatory third party liability cover-

age in shipping as a condition for entry into EC PI:)rtsj"

The two subjects men1ioned have also been dealt with briefly by

two Swedish commissions investigating marine safety and the com-

petitive position of the: Swedish flag merchant fleet respectively.

For obvious reasons tlJle report presented to the Swe~dish Maritime
Administration referreld extensively to Swedish mles and
regulations and to conwtions prevailing in Sweden. ~fhe report,
containing 55 pages arld 4 annexes, was written in S'wewsh.

The Swedish Maritime Administration did feel, however, that the
more general sections of the report might be of somle interest also
to non-Swedish partie~i and asked Erik Nordstrom to prepare a
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summary in English. In doing so most of those part..~ which refer to
purely Swedish rules :md conditions have been suplpressed.

This abbreviate version will accordingly concentrate on the two
subjects as such, aiming at presenting the factual and legal frame-
work in which cargo owners/shippers and marine insurers operate.
The extent to which rl!lese subject are being dealt wilth by global or
regional bodies like E"U, IMO and OCD is also covertE:d. In order to
retain the logical sequlence of the original report (arid to avoid writ-
ing what would in essence be a new report) certain references to
the Swedish scene halre been retained.

In accordance with the mandate the report should aLlso contain

recommendations about positions and actions which could form
the basis for further S'wedish action in respect of the: two main

subjects. Those recommendations, which are linked to present and
furore maritime safety policy of Sweden, have been IE'.xcluded in this

abbreviated version of: the report.

AlthOUgh not directly Jmentioned in the mandate of !the Swedish
Maritime Administrati~:>n the subject of a possibly more active

contribution to marinj~ safety by ship financiers has Jbeen covered in
the report and is also Jbriefiy referred to here.

This abbreviated version of the report has, as requested, been sub-
mitted to the Swedish Maritime Administration, bot the responsi-
bility for its contents rlests with Erik Nordstr6m.

3. The activities of IMO, EU and OECD in relation
to the two main i:5sues

3.1 General

A large number of very' serious marine disasters has focused the

attention sharply on maritime safety. Organizations, individual

countrles and private interests have all increased thek efforts to

enhance maritime safety as well as to explore newavenues to that

effect. Both the public and the maritime press demaJ:lded effective

and immediate action. All this led to new initiatives and to requests
for speedy implement~ltion of measures under discu:ssion.
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3.2 IMO

The responsibilities of IMO in the field of maritime safety are wide

and varied. But the m.ain thrust of this report is to anaiyze the pos-

sibilities of increasing; the safety consciousness and activities of

cargo owners and marine insurers. For that reason Ithe situation in
IMO (as weIl as in EU and OECD) is relevant to this :study Only in so

far as these two main themes are under considerati.:.n (none of

those bodies de als directly the potential maritime safety role of ship

financing). Cargo oWJlers' responsibilities and their use of substan-
dard ships have been referred to more than once in the debates at

IMO, but the subject ~iS such is not presently being actively con-

sidered as a part of the !MO programme of work But marine in-

surance is. The issue of "compulsory insurance" against third party

liability risks has been discussed for some time in tble !MO Legal
Committee and is still. on the agenda for its next meeting (April

1998). But this broad subject has given rise to considerable dif-
ferences of opinion within the IMO family and the present

approach (and the tasks of a special correspondencf:: group) has
been limited mainly to the third party liability cover:atge of pa..'isen-

gers and crews. Even jf this might amount to a simpJification you
could say that the fOCtlS has been transferred and limited from the
idea of compulsory in:surance as a means of enhanciing maritime

safety to the "consumc~r oriented" question of bow to guarantee full

protection of passeng'~rs (and crew members). The :Legal Commit-
tee will also continue to consider further the creatiol]t1 of a uniform

standard of certificates of third party liability to be c:!rried on board

ships. The PM clubs are playing an active part in the:,se discussions
and opinions vary as tlQ the usefulness of compulsory requirements
in that regard and -evjen more so -in respect of the ,extent of infor-

mation to be provided. in such a certificate. It is not lLlnfair to

assume that it will takc~ quite some time before !MO will be ready

for decisions as regardls the general issue of an enhanced role for

compulsory third Part:"f liability insurance in maritim,e safety. Many
do believe that marine insurance already does what it should in this

field and that an !MO jinteIVention would Only creatc~: increased bu-

reaucracy without any tangible positive effect on safety.
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EU

In 1993 the commission presented its report on "A common policy

on safe seas". While a(:cepting in general terms the overriding re-

sponsibilities of !MO in this field the Commission felt that it, too,

should watch developments closely and a reference was also made

to the unique opportunities of the EU "to enforce, with common

measures and rigour, respect of the same standards of vessels of all

flags when operating in EU waters".

In the so called "Kinnock report "of 1996 safety iSSU.E~S were also

highlighted and in respect of the two main subjects lof the heading
it was proposed to "consider legislative action and financial

sanctions for cargo owners who knowingly or negligentiy use sub-

standard shipping" and further that one should "examine the

question of mandatory third party liability coverage lin shipping as a
condition for entry info EU porn". It is of interest to note that,

when the Kinnock report was submitted to the EU Council, that

body did not even melt1tion the issue of insurance arid also softened

considerably the reference to the cargo owners by stating that the
EU should: "consider, in consultation with the industry, whether to

extend the commitmeJt1t to safe operation in shipping to cargo

owners under certain Icircumstances". The Council dlid not say

THAT, but instead IF, ilt pointed to the need for consultations with
the industry and it felt that measures might be consilclered under

certain circumstances. A discussion paper on the sul)ject of cargo

owners' responsibilities is presendy being considered within the

Commission and might be submitted to member governments and

other interested parties early in 1998.

There is no indication that the Commission is preserltly engaged

actively in marine insurance, but that subject might of course be

take n up again and no doubt developments in !MO will have a

bearing on what the ED might do in furore.

OECD -Marit:ime Transport Committee

Mer 1945 the Maritime Transport Committee was fc.r a number of
years the co-ordinatin~~ maritime policy centre of the OECD mem-
ber countries. It still pJlayed that rote when UNCTAD got actively
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engaged, from 1964 onwards, in shipping policy issues with the aim
of promating the interests of the developing count][ies. When ship-

ping started to engage the EU the importance of thlE~ MTC was re-

duced but it is still d(~aling with a variety of maritiml,e subjects, not

least economically oriented anes.

The issue of substandlard shipping is approached ~r the MTC from a

different angle than those being at the forefront in ,the EU and !MO.

The point of departujre of the MTC is that an owner (or a shipper

for that matter) opecolting or using a substandard vessel gains an

unfair competitive advantage over his more conscie:Jtltious

colleagues. Reports from the MTC do show that thclse advantages
can be substantial and that there are a significant n1.Jlmber of

operators/users thriving on such practices.

While not direcdy studying the two subjects of this report the work
of the MTC deserves ~lttention. But also in this case :it is reasonable

to assume that quite ~;ome time will elapse before a:ny concrete

steps intluencing the situation will be taken within ,the OECD.

4. Cargo interests

4.1 The concepts cargo owner/shipper

(The Swedish language report contained a section, .I~)receding this
one, about the main actors on the shipping market, ibut as that sec-
tion was primarily aiDJLed at persons not having any (~xperience of

shipping, and shipping policy, it is omitted here).

The point of departure for this section must obvioui~ly be the dif-

ferent texts from the EU which form the basis for th.~: present study.

Any contemplated action against cargo interests in respect of choice
of vessels for ocean tr:msportation presupposes adequate answers

to the following two q.uestions:

1. Who is the legal subject against whom sanctions or other legal
actions can be directed?

2. Which actions or ornissions should be penalized and bow can
they be legally defirLed?
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4.2 Cargo interE~sts

In the different EU te~tts cargo interests are called "cargo owners",

"shippers" and, sometimes "charterers". The idea oj: sanctions
against such interests is obviously based on a link t(:) the choice of
vessels for transporting cargoes. In other words: Th~~ company or

person who actually selects avessel which is then Of later on proven
to be "substandard" should be the target for any remedial action. To

what extent is such an identmcation physically possible and to what

extent can it be made before the actual shipment of ;goods (in order

to prevent a dangerous sea voyage undertaken by su:bstandard

ship)?

Of the three possible subjects identified above the concept char-

terer is fairly easily identified, althOUgh it covers the whole range

from actually assuming full responsibility of operatilllg a ship (bare

boat charter) to the far less tangible act of reserving :a. limited space

on board a ship for trclDSpOrting own or others cargoes' (slot

charter). The charterer might be the owner of a CarglO transported
on bo ard the chartered ship (if for example an indu:Sitry charters a

ship for a single or for consecutive voyages) but in practically all
cases he is not.

The concept of cargo IOwner is not legally defined, p'IDssibly because

its meaning is toa obvious to require such a definition. But there
are two considerable problems when looking at that concept from

the point of departure of this report: Firsdy, in accolrdance with

maritime law the ownership of cargoes can change quickly and re-

peatedly -even at mid-ocean -and (that is at least thlE~ situation in

respect of Swedish law) the transfer of ownership is 4defioed dif-

ferendy in civillaw, as compared to taxation regulations. Secondly
the cargo owner migbt be the subject responsible for choosing the

vessel but as aften as flat he does not assume that task. In other

words: There is by no means a necessary link between cargo owner-

ship and the choice of vessels.

Now, what about the concept of shipper? In the Han:lburg rules
(article 1.3) a shipper is defined in the following malrmer: "Shipper
means a person by whom or in whose name or on w'hose behalf a
contract of carriage of goods by sea has been conclu4cled with a
carrier, or any person by whom or on whose behalf g;oods are
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actually delivered to the carrier in relation to the contract or

carriage by sea". The "handbook" Use of Maritime Transport

(United Nations-ESCAP 1988) has the following to say: "In the

context of importing or exporting the 'shipper' is ilie trader who is

responsible for and controls transport". It is obvious that the se two

definitions do not correspond fully, and, moreover, the second

definition goes too far to reflect reallife. The shipper is not at all

always the person who "is responsible for and controls transport".

It is rather the opposite in that roughly 90 per cent of all shippers

have no control at all of transport and has no means of deciding on

what ship to choose for the transport of goods by sea. The vast

majority of the innumerable cargoes which are sent: every year by

sea are most frequently stowed together with many other units in

containers or palletized and sent to sea by liner or ather agents,

notifying the shipper at what time the goods can be' expected to
arrive at its destination. Most often the shipper leanls only

afterwards on what ship his goods were transported, and he has, in

reallife, no possibilit)r whatever of influencing the c:hoice of vessel.
The broker or agent might play an important role U! that respect,

but those parties normaIly have no link whatever to the ownership

of the goods.

As mentioned befare it is quite possible to identify in retrospect
who has been responsible for the choice of a particular vessel bot if
such a raute is followed you cannot prevent the hazardous voyage,
as you can identify the culprit only after the completion of the voy-
age and maybe even after the substandard ship has left the port.

It is true that the receiver of the goods is more and more often be-
ing made responsible (together with the owner or charterer) for
ocean transportation. Such is the case in respect of nuclear and oil
transportation as well as for certain hazardous or noxious sub-
stances. But in those c:ases the situation is made sim);>le by the fatt
that the cargo interests are large, responsible and ea.~ily identifiable
companies, having a strong interest of their own in choosing high
quality ships for the transportation of their dangerous or sensitive
and often high-value cargoes.

The trend is cleariy to make cargo interests responsible (together
with owner or operator) for ocean transportation, blLlt such a co-
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responsibility has so far been limited to cargoes which, for ODe rea-
son or another, are considered particularly sensitiv<: or dangerous.

SD, in regard to question 1 at the end ofsection 4.1., the conclusion

must be that there are both legal and practical difficulties, in identi-

fying the subjects against whom legal or other preventive or puni-

tive actions can be taken. And the situation is even worse than that.

Because of the proliferation ofterms o/trade (f.o.b., ci.f. etc.) ex-
parters and importers can easily -should they 50 wiish -

"manipulate" those terms and put the responsibility for a shipment

where they see fit. If, for example, punitive action is taken in, say,

Belgium against importers who choose vessels for their goods and

normally buy their goods abroad f.o.b. (free on board). To retain

the right of that choice the importer can easily change to buying
ci.f. (cost insurance, freight) and accordingly make the exporter in,

for example Argentina, responsible for the selectiol1l of the ship. If

that ship is substandard you can hardly punish the Belgian importer

who will categorically state that he is not responsible for the choice
of the vessel. And in Argentina there might be no satlctions in force.

And the substandard ship continues to trade as befare.

Unseaworthy and/or substandard ships4.3

As mentioned towards the end ofsection 4.1 it is necessaryto ana-

iyze the kind of acts or omission by cargo interests v"{hich could be
penalized. Going back again to the initiatives within the EU the sug-

gestion is that sanctions should be applied against cargo interests
which have "knowingly or negligently chartered or used unse a-

worthy or uninsured ships" (excerpts from a speech by commis-

sioner Neil Kinnock in Dunblane 8th September 199J'). In the

Kinnock report from 1996 the reference is instead to "sub-standard

shipping".

While the concept of seaworthiness has degree of legal stability
since it has been subjected to much litigation after the loadline ini-

tiative by Mr Plimsoll in the 1870s, the concept sub-s:tandard ship
remains in essence legally undefined. You could possibly say that it

resembles a ghost in that -when you see it -you know what it is,

white a technical description is difficult. Looking firs..: at

seaworthiness as used in the international safety at i5lea framework
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of the IMO you lind that it is referred to in rather general terms. In

SOLAS (6 [c] and 11 [a]) it is stated that a ship should be "tit to

proceed to sea without danger to the ship or persons onboard".

And in MARPOL (4[4]) the words used are: "fit to proceed to sea

without presenting a threat to the marine environmc~nt". National

maritime codes tend to be more specific and detailed. That is at

least the case with the Swedish maritime code which is fairly recent

(1994). In that instrument seaworthiness is extended beyond a

technical concept, based on hull and machinery, to comprise also
all kinds of equipment, adequate manning, sufficieo.t stores etc. The

concept of seaworthiness has accordingly been extended in several

respects and the Swedish Minister of Justice, when introducing the

draft law, stressed that this extension means that seaworthiness is
no longer "and absolute or uniform concept", but d.at it must be

linked to the conditions in each individual case and also take into

consideration a ship's ability to carry a certain cargo safelyand to

perform the voyage intended without submitting the ship, the crew t

the cargo and any passengers to undue risks.

It is reasonable to assume that cargo interests are in praCtice facing

greater and greater difficulties in assessing the seaworthiness or
otheIWise of a ship the more extended the interpret:aLtion of that
concept becomes. In this regard recent developments have created

additional difficulties. Is it reasonable to expect cargo interests to

investigate to what extent a certain shipping comparlY has satisfac-

torily implemented the International Safety Management Code to

the extent that such implementation affects safety? You might of
course say that certification by a maritime authority is adequate
proof, but is that proof adequate no matter which maritime authori-

ty appears as guarantor? And what about the 1995 arllendments to

the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certifica-

tion and Watchkeeping for Seafarers? As safe and adequate manning
is an important element of seaworthiness the amendments of that

convention requires substantial proof, not only of certificates of

crew members, bu t also of their ability to perfonn onboard up to

the standards indicated in the certmcate. It might be natural and

reasonable for charterer to make certain that those requirements

are met, but you could hardly expect a cargo owner !to look into
such matters. And it be does not -or cannot -has be t.hen made cer-

tain that the ship is seaworthy in every respect?
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The role of cargo interests in respect of seaworthiness is legally
complex and next to impossible in practice.

Turning now to the concept of substandard ships w'e will find that
the slope is even more slippery. In spite of the diffiClulties just de-

scribed in relation to seaworthiness that concept ha~i at least been

"stabilized" thrOUgh court decisions and leamed tre:ltises. But sub-

standard in the con text of shipping remains nebulolL1S and vague. It

seems as if only ane serious effort has been made at the intema-

tionallevel to tackle that concept. In accordance with the !MO reso-
lution 787, paragraph 1.6.9. a ship is categorized as i§ubstandard if

its "hull, machinery, equipment or operational safer,r is substantially

below the standards required by the relevant conveJ.lltions or whose

crew is not in conformance with the safe manning d4xument". That

same resolution also indicates examples of situation~; when a ship
can be considered to be substandard. A common denominator for

those examples is that they forus more on the ship ic:self, its certifi-

cates and equipment, than on the operational aspec1:S. You might of

course simplify matters by just saying that a ship is s\lbstandard if it

is arrested by authorities white in port. But although there has been

established an amount of uniformity for criteria of alrrest in the con-
text of the Memorandum ofUnderstanding (the agreement on port

state control, concluded originally between 14 European

governments in 1982) this agreement is regional on~r and is still
subject to the degree of uncertainty linked to the as~,lessment of a

ship by an individual inspector. And there are of cOUJrse no

guarantees against other criteria for substandard beUlg developed
in other regions so that ane and the same vessel migJl1t be classified

as substandard in one region and acceptable in anotJler.

It would appear as if this report paints a rather gloonlY picture of

the possibility of making cargo interests play an eveIll more active

part in marine safety by avoiding unseaworthy and/oJ:' substandard

ships. But there are other considerations which might strike a more

optimistic note. Experiences indicate that low q11aliQ' ships are pri-

marily found in certain types of shipping. Bulk carriers figure

prominendy on that list, followed by a number of cr1Jlde oil carriers
and certain general cargo ships. In many other segmc:nts of ship-

ping there is simply no room for substandard vesset'i", The danger-

DUS character of many cargoes and high quality requjlrements of
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customers bar bad ships from many trades. Nuclear cargoes, gas,
refined products of oil , dangerous chemicals, cars and lornes, and
high value containerized cargoes require -and practically always get
-safe ships to cater for their needs. Substandard shi];>s are generally
banished to certain trades and to certain cargoes. Coastal shipping
is a danger zone, particularly when operating in one and the same
nation.

It is a mistake to think that only the developing world is the hunting

grounds of substandard shipping. There is, just to mention ane

example, an intlux of river crafts in the Baltic trades, canoying both
oil and timber cargoes from the former Soviet area to neighbouring

countries. Those shallow crafts are hardly suitable fu.r heyond the

river systems and represent a potential hazard to all shipping in that

area. In those cases it should be possible for cargo u1lterests to show
more restraint. But in this case -as in others -it WOl1l.ld seem as if

economic considerations outclass caution. But there are examples

of cases where cargo owners have succeeded in driving substandard

ships from certain trades. It happened in the ]apanese bulk trades a

fewyears ago. Through concerted action the]apane~ie importers of
bulk cargoes enhanced their quality requirements in respect of both

age and standard and thus succeeded in driving substandard bulk

carriers away from those trades. ane negative effect of that action
was that those ships started to operate instead in other trades -like

for example the North Atlantic -where statistics showed a sharp
increase in founderings, aften with heavy casualties. :Effective port

state control is another means of preventing substanc:lard ships

n-om trading. But such control is presently exercised in certain

limited regions only and, even if extended, it might not be effective
in regions where systematic bribery constitute a tolerated element

of behaviour.

Under this section a few words should also be said about the activi-
ties of the International Transportworkers Federation and actions
against certain ships in a handful of countries where the maritime
unions are strong. The actions of the ITF are no doubt beneficial in
the sense that the kind of vessels they tty to stop are frequendy
substandard. But it must be barne in mind that the overriding
interest of the ITF is to protect the crews and their economic and
environmental conditions. The mere fact that the m: issues a 'blue
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ticket" to a ship once the owner has agreed to sign a collective

agreement with the crew is no guarantee whatsoev(~r that a particu-
lar ship is up to standards. It might be, but the aim '. and the com-

petence for that matter -of the ITF is not to inspect the ship and its

equipment. Or rather any such inspection is limited to the quarters

and safety equipment of the crew and not, for exanlple, jf the bulk-

heads of that ship are corroded. But the ITF has gatbered much in-

formation over the years on ships and shipowners and that experi-

ence could prove very useful from the point of view of port inspec-
tjon. An ITF action against a ship is a valuable signal that safety

might be in jeopardy.

5. Marine insurance

5.1 Introduction

Jf a preliminary conclusion, base d on the preceding; sections, might

be that there is a tangible need for a stronger input by cargo in-

terests in enhancing maritime safety, the following section will

show, that as far as marine insurance is concemed, the possibilities
of mastering those involved in such efforts are clearJy there, but the

need for such additional efforts are in doubt. (When the report in

Swedish was written -during September -December 1997 -the

contents of !MO Legal Committee document LEG 76;wp 1, 13

October 1997, was not known. It became known to 1the author only
on 6 February 1998, in connection with a seminar Ul Gothenburg

about the report. The document from IMO contained important

data [submitted by Norway] on uninsured vessels. On the basis of

that document it can be stated that many part of vessels arrested in

the Paris Memorandum of Understanding area January -September

1996 were in fact uninsured. Out of 166 vessels on the list attached

to the document, no less than 64% of the number aIld 45% on the

tonnage lacked P&I insurance with any of the cIubs, members of the

International Group. While that does not exclude ~lt those vessels

might have some other kind of insurance, the percentages shown

are much higher than what has been estimated before. It would
thus seem as if the problem of uninsured ships is much greater than

what was believed earlier and this, of course, is quite alanning. Jf
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known at the time the Swedish report would have I'eflected the
seriousness of the problem in a much more marked manner.)

5.2 Marine insurance

It seems necessary to state again what has been saidl befare: The aim

and purpose of this report is only to highlight thOS4:~ aspects which

have been raised within the EU commission as a proposed means of

enhancing marine safety by activating -more than hitherto .the

cargo owners and the marine insurers. The mandate of the Swedish

report is thus limited, and this abbreviated version ~vill obviously

have to follow that limitation.

The Swedish version ..being aimed at a broader non-maritime

readership -contained a fairly extensive section on marine in-

surance, explaining its background and the differen1t kinds of in-
surance which are offered in this field. For the purp4Dse of this short

English version most of that section has been omitted, as this ver-
SiDD is basically supplied for the possible benefit ofthose who are

engaged in maritime affairs, be it as government oflll,cials or com-

merciallyoriented servants of the trade, all having a certain know-
ledge of maritime matters.

When comparing marine insurance to land-based ac1:ivities with a

similar purpose (to insure against unexpected losses) you could say
that marine insurance is characterized by a number of fairiy well

defined -and also isolated -segments. A number of c::ompanies pro-

vide hull insurance, but Done ofthose (except the Swedish Club)

also offer P&I insurance. Almost all who offer P&I in:5iUranCe are mu-

tual, and thus owned by their members, while cargo insurance is

provided byother (and aften very big) companies. The particular

maritime legal concepts, like general average for exalnple, do not

simplify the situation.

The EU initiative in respect of marine insurance -ancJl again it is per-

tinent to point out that this report is based entirely on the EU initia-

tives -considers the possibility of "examining the quc~:stion of man-
datory third party liability coverage in shipping as a c,ondition for

entry into EU ports" (excerpts from the Kinnock repc:lrt of 1996).
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As mentioned before (section 3.2) the Council of the EU has chosen
not to comment on the issue of marine insurance, while softening
the proposal as regards cargo interests. That omission might have
sprung from the knowledge that the IMO handled that issue al-
ready, but it has not be en possible to establish if that is so or not. It
remains a fact, however, that the executive body of the EU has so far
not proposed any specific action or even a study in respect of
marine insurance as a partner in further enhancing maritime safety.
But the EU might, of course, bring the issue up again at any time it
chooses.

5.3 Protection and indemnity insurance

Both in the Kinnoch report and as matters develop within the !MO

(see section 3.3) the marine insurance which it at stake is the pro-

tection against third party liability -the P&I insuranc:e. Such in-

surance is practically always mutual in that the legal entities offering

cover are owned by their members. Traditionally thl:: policies are

renewed 20 February each year and the members pa.y a preliminary

contribution, which can be subject to increase or de:crease, depend-
ing on the result of any particular year (such modific:ations to be

decided upon much later, when the result of a certain year has been

finally settled- maybe after lengthy litigation in a number ofcases).

P&I insurance is provided by a number of mutual clubs (in this re-

port we disregard the few and small companies, which are not mu-

tual). As mentioned befare those clubs nOCffially offer only P&I in-

surance, the Swedish Club being the Only exception? also offering

hull insurance.

In the EU context, when suggesting a more active roJe for marine
insurance in maritime safety matters, it is argued that "uninsured or

underinsured ship "(Kinnock report-speech in Dunblane Sm Sep-

tember 1997 by Nei! Kinnock) presents a threat to the marine en-

vironment. When this issue has been extensiveiy" dealt with by the

!MO Legal Committee it has been argued (particularly by the Inter-

national Group -which is a body representing the individual P&I

clubs and also acting as reinsurer of some of their rlsks) that any

action in this field would just aim at doors which are: aIready open
and create a bureaucracy which is uncalled for. That :statement also
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refers to the requirement to produce certificates of I~ting P&I
coverage, specifying the conditions of the policy.

Bearing in miDd that most ships -at least those trading in the Euro-

pean area -are insured (but see also section 5.1) it l:las been argued
that it is quite unnecessary to require certificates of '~d P&I

insurance to be presented. At the same time it is somewhat difficult
for a bystander to understand why it would be diffic:ult to present a

certificate of valid and satisfactory P&I insurance to ports inspectors
or whoever asks for it if the insurance cover is there. To the extent

that commercially sensitive elements are involved (like for example

the degree of deductibles involved (self risk) or other matters

intluencing the premium) then, surely, there would be other
possibilities of arranging that.

It would seem to an outsider as if the P&I interests continue to pre-

sent their case as one so complex that normal hUmall beings cannot

ever grasp its intricacies. If such is the reason for not rocking the

present marine insurance boat it seems somewhat e[ratic. The pre-

sent P&I coverage is quite extensive and good. But tlle clubs,

(fighting viciously among themselves) are out on a llinb if they tty to
say no serious improvements can be made in a mari1Jime insurance

market, which has enjoyed the protection of exclusivity for years.
Because of the fierce competition between the clubs premiums are

now at their lowest for many years and those premiums form an

important part of the running costs of a ship. To give an example

the annual cost for P&I cover for a fairly large crude oil carrier can

amount to about 400,000 USD.

As mentioned under section 3.2 the IMO Legal Comnlittee is pre-
sently engaged in studying both the general issue of "compulsory
insurance" as a means of enhancing further marine safety and those
elements of P&I insurance which aim at protecting die interests of
passengers and crew members. Some time will no doubt elapse be-
fore any concrete decisions are taken at the intemationallevel. This
of course does not exclude the possibility that the P&I clubs them-
selves can make progress by, for example, agreeing on a uniform
certificate for P&I insurance and thus preclude ultervention by
govemments. The EU might also take up the issue of "compulsory
insurance" again and it is of course also possible (but hardly de-
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sirable) that individual governments might take action. The United

States does already operate a system requiring certificates of finan-

cial responsibility (COFRs). The intensive vessel traflic in UKwaters

has made that government indicate a firrn line in respect of

"compulsory insurance" as shown in the !MO Legal Comrnittee

document LEG 74/6/1 (13 September 1996), paragr.lph 8: "The UK

is (therefore) considering primary nationallegislatic)n to require

some or all ships calling in UK ports or operating ml UK waters to

have compulsory insurance or other financial securiities to meet

third party liabilities".

In connection with the question of whether there is a real need for

"compulsory insurance" or not it might be of some interest to note
that a requirement has been introduced since 1 January 1997 that

all owners of Swedish flag vessels wanting to enjoy the present

government support must provide evidence of satisfactory marine
insurance, including P&I cover. In about 220 cases s,ubmitted so far
there is only Olle where the P&I cover was considered to be unsatis-

factory. The problem was remedied by the owner ge1tting proper
P&I coverage.

5.4 Deductibles and direct action

In connection with marine insurance two additional aspects deserve

to be mentioned brietly. Deductibles (in the Nordic c:ountries called

"self-risk") constitute the amount which the insured ~.vill have to
cover himself before any claim can be laid to compensation by the

club. Obviously the degree of deductibles has a direC:lt impact on the

premium which the owner is requested to pay to the club. The

mutuality concept of P&I insurance and the system \J1:nder which it

operates also means that an owner can be compensa1:ed by the club

only for the amount which has actually been paid to a claimant

(once the owner has first paid his deductibles). Even so there is no

guarantee that the owner will get his compensation. ~fhe club might
decide that the owner was not under any legal obligation to settle

the claim or he might have settled it at too high a leve:l. The owner

can then be denied compensation or the amount Carll be reduced.

In practice such problems are of limited relevance as the owner will

in alllikelihood consult the club well before any actiUtn is con-

sidered in respect of a claim.
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As indicated briefly before direct action is nonnaIl)/' excluded in P&I
insurance, viz. a claimant cannot bypass the owner and request
compensation direcdy from the owner's club. This ]restriction can of
course prove fatal for a claimant (for example a str"dnded crew) as
an owner might not be found, or, if found, might be unable to pay a
claim. This limitation has been extensively discussed within the !MO
Legal Committee and it remains to be seen to what extent the clubs
-through their International Group -might be willitlg to tty to tind
some voluntary solution to the problem.

5.5 The time element as a vehicle for quality

This report claes not deal with the classmcation societies and will
touch only briefiy on the rote of ship financiers for improving fur-

ther safety of shipping. The clubs -being mutual -should take a

stronger interest in the quality of the ships they insure, as a sub-
standard ship presents an increased risk for all members that pre-

miums will have to be increased (if the competitive s;ituation so

permits). As policies are normally renewed once a year (on 20th Feb-

ruary) the clubs should be able to keep a constant or at least fre-

quent vigil on the quality of the ships they insure. The quality con-
sciousness of the classification societies has improveci considerably

over the last few years. The normal intervals betweel1l inspections

(unless a ship encounters unexpected events) al°e fivle years, which

would seem to leave a certain room for the conditiorl of a ship to

deteriorate considerably before any action is taken by the class rep-
resentatives. And the ship financiers can exercise full and effective
quality control Only during the negotiations precedilllg a decision to

make the investment. These three parties -the clubs, the classm-

cation societies and the ship financiers -can all play important roles
in the efforts to enhance marine safety. Recent comp]~ts indicate

that ane of them does not always feet that the others do what they

shouldo An example is the criticism from ane classmc:a.tion society
that certain bulk carriers which were expelled from ODe society and

transferred to the Polish register enjoyed the same pJremiums in

spite of the fact that they were expelled because of urlSatisfactory

safety standards. It would seem as if the marine insuflers concemed

have declined to comment on that serious allegation"
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6.
safety

Ship financiers -their contribution to marine

In the introduction to this report it was mentioned in passing that
the EU initiatives in respect of maritime safety did not explicitiy
mention ship financing. A brief reference to that aspect was in-
cluded in the Swedish version of this report and should also be re-
ferred to in the abbreviated English version.

The preceding section refers to the importance of engaging more

than hitherto the insurers, the classmcation societies and the ship

financiers in the task of further enhancing marine safety. At a time
when ship financing has to rely almost entirely on extemal sources

for the suPPly of capita! to investments in shipping it is no doubt

interesting to analyze to what extent banks and othe:r institutions

could be tapped as an additional source of enhancing maritime

safety.

You might say that there is no need for such initiatives as banks and

other sources of finance have always been very selective in thek

approach and are very competent in assessing thek risks. That

might be so, but in shipping there are many examples of less judi-

cious investments, not least the happy influx of capita! during the

short periods of freight rate booms, leading invariabJy to a large

number of newbuildings entering the market simultaneously when
the market has already' collapsed.

As mentioned befare the only -but very important -occasion when
ship financiers could have their say is during the negotiations pre-

ceding a suggested investment in ships. As is the case: in respect of
land base d industries the caution exercised in that cclnnection is

very much intluenced by the experiences of the two parties in their
previous relationship. ff there have been contacts OVf:r many years -

maybe a mutually remunerative ane -a favourable decision might

be reached quickly and few questions are asked. ff, 0)[1 the other

hand, the relationship is newly established discussior~s might
continue for lang, and might eventually tenninate in a refusal to
provide the necessary funding. But the ship financie.tis clearly have a

say -and an important ane. The issue is to what extent they exercise

it in practice and how thorough they are in their anaJlyses.
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Looking at the contracts which are signed you get truly impressed.
Innumerable paragraphs specify the conditions wb,ich have to be
met by the lender. It alllooks very reassuring. But c:ontacts with
both lenders and providers of capital seem to indic:ia.te that the vol-
urne of the contract does not correspond to realities. At least not
when the parties have a lang standing relationship. And the degree
of actual contral varies rather much, it seems, from bank to bank,
from mortgage institute to mortgage institute. Som(~ are very
thorough, other rather lax. But the paragraphs of dIe contract are as
many, and practically identical.

It is interesting to note, also, that the financial insti1utions maintain
a degree of scepticism towards ship financing, in that they generally

request the owner to par the premium of a special ulSurance,

safeguarding the bank against the non-fu1fiIment of c:ertain financial
obligations of the owner in accordance with the contract (in the
rather cumbersome terminology of Sweden such an insurance is

called [free translation] a capitalinterestinsurance).

The same applies in alllikelihood in other countries. Banks and

other providers of capital obviously have differing experiences of

ship financing, same being expects of lang standing, others having
shipping as a sideline of financial activities.

But if those who provide capita! for ship investments did apply
seriously all the contract clauses about classmcation and safety re-
quirement, evidence of satisfactory insurance, adequate operationa!
manning procedures etc., they could indeed contribute more than
hitherto to a safer environment at sea.

7. Same conclusions

7.1 General

A reference was made in the introduction to the specific mandate

which stated the areas which should be covered in the: report. It was

aiso mentioned that certain parts of the Swedish version were not

covered in this abbreviated paper. Specmc references 1to Swedish

law and Swedish conditions have been minimized and the con-
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cluding recommendations have be en omitted as they were intended
for further consideration by the Swedish Maritime J.~dministration
and the Swedish government. The present section of the version in
English will accordingiy mention in general terms Only and briefiy
same conclusions which could be drawn from the c:ontents of the

previous chapters.

7.2 Cargo interests

Considering the large variety of cargo interests as wl~ll as the many
uncertainties linked to the two concepts unseawort11iness and sub-
standard shipping it is hardly realistic to consider a general system
of sanctions against» cargo owners who knowingiy or negligently
use sub-standard shipping" (quotation from the EU ICommission
paper: "Towards a new maritime strategy".) The ftexibility of the
terms of trade and the possibility of changing them to avoid un-
wanted consequences increases the practical difficulties further.

A combination of approaches might go same way towards the de-

sired end. Firstly to encourage the private parties to :!gree on a
"quality code" with a number a criteria or check POiJ1lts aiming at

limiting the ose of substandard shipping. Secondly S(>me kind of

sanctions against charterers of substandard bulk, crude oil and
general cargo carriers and/or, thirdly, targeting the re:ceivers of car-

goes and sanctioning them in connection with ships Ibeing detained

following port state control. To that ane should add ,.vide publicity

of flagrant cases of detention, mentioning also the charterer/cargo

owner/receiver.

7.3 Marine insurers

As mentioned under section 5.1 it would now appear as if the num-
ber and tonnage of uninsured ships is far greater thalll has heeR
thoUght previously. As there are considerably uncertailnties linked
to available data in this respect the IMO should consider, as a mat-
ter of priority, to develop, in co-operation with the iR.o;urers, a reli-
able system of identifying uninsured vessels and to agree on an
intemationally accepted certmcate for both hull and P&I insurance.
Lack of insurance should also be identified as an additional reason
for detention in port until this shortcoming has heeR J:'ectified.
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In parallel a system of compulsory P&I insurance stiould be de-

veloped for both passengers and crews (or altemativeiy an accident

insurance) with a corresponding certificate to be provided when-

ever requested. At least in countries with a lively seasonal passen-

ger/tourist traffic it appears desirable to make sure, on the national

level, that such crafts have sufflcient third party liability insurance. It

might also be motivated to consider to what extent ..if any -it is

justified today to exclude marine insurance from compulsory

elements in national insurance regulations.

7.4 Ship financiers

On the ane hand ship financiers are very experienced in assessing

risks and on the other experience over the years show that banks

tend to contribute actively to long shipping market depressions by

supplying credits to shipowners during brief market: peaks. A more

long term approach might be advisable, bot the decisions are of

course intluenced by many different considerations, among those
the amount of available funds and the length of the relationship of

the parties. Again the financiers themselves should sc~ek to establish
same kind of quality code with a check list, but the cl:>mpetition bet-
ween the suppliers of capital does not make such a co-operation an

easy task. It would be interesting if some recognized institution
(like the World Bank or the OECD) could make an assessment in

rettospect of ship investments over a number of year:s.
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ANNEX

ESCAP The Economic and Social Commission {c,c Asia and the
Pacific (Bangkok).

The European Union (BrusseIs).

F.o.b-
cJ.f

See explanation in relevant text: cargo ulterests.

IG The International Group of P&! clubs (London).

The International Maritime Organization (London).

The International Ship Management Cod.~ (IMU 1993).

The International Transport Workers Organization
(London).

MARPOL The IMO Marine Pollution Convention (1973 and 1978).

MOll The Memol-andum of Understanding betvreen originally
14 European states about port state conn-,ol etc., since
enlarged both in contents and membershJlp (Paris).

The Maritime Transport Committee of the OECD (Paris).

OECD The Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development (paris).

P&I Protection & Indemnity -a third party liability insurance
offered by same 15 mutual clubs, co-ope~lting in the IG.

SOLAS The 1974 Convention on Safety of Life at S.ea.

STCW The International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping, including the important
1995 additions.

UNCTAD The United Nations Conference of Trade and

Developments (Geneva).

WMU The World Maritime University (an IMO iIl:;titution,
located ill Malmoe, Sweden).


